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ABSTRACT

Name : Budiman

Reg. Number : 40300109019

Title : The Revelation of Ronda Reynolds’s Death in Ann Rule’s Novel

“In the Still of The Night”

Supervisor I : Syahruni Junaid

Supervisor II : Muhammad Taufik

This thesis studied about the analysis of The Revelation of Ronda Reynolds’s
death In the Still of The Night in Ann Rules Novel. The aims of this research to find
out kinds of indexes and how the indexes revelation the Ronda Reynolds death in the
still of  the night Novel. This research used descriptive method and the object and
source of the data of this researcher is novel by Ann Rules which was published in
2010 and consist of chapter  36 and 427 pages. The instrument of the research is
using note taking.

In the research, the researcher found some indexes and how indexes related in
revelation Ronda’s death such as; Rheumatic indexical sin sign anger, heat, threaten
and someone or witness direct attention to the chronicle of Ronda’s death Rheumatic
indexical leg sign, asking question or interview by investigators, interfamily situation
location, condition and time and cause of Ronda’s death and Decent indexical leg
sign exploration and decision of Ronda’s death by Lab test, fingerprint, bodily
fluids, hairs and fibers. And Gun experts and Jurors Court decision of the case.

The implication of this research is to inform to the reader about indexes order
we can understand revelation better. The researcher hopes this thesis can contribute in
educating reader of literary work.

Key words: Semiotic, indexical and revelation.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

A. Background

Language is the most important instrument of human being. So that every

person can express their willingness, feelings, minds, expectation and purpose

through language. Therefore, through language we can also get any information

from the other people. According to Ba’dulu (1996: 170) that language has an

informational function in which language is used to convey information to the

other person. In the other hand, information can be conveyed through some

instruments.

There are many forms of literature that is generally known. The form

includes poetry, short story, prose, and novel, but novel is literary work of the

most popular because it is more complete than the other literary work. In the

literary work there are many signs that should be interpreted by the reader.

Therefore we must know about semiotic. (Imran, 2013: 1) Semiotic is study of

sign. Semiotic is study about system, ruler and convention that enable literary

work to have significance (Pradopo 2011: 119) Semiotic is concerned with

everything that can be taken as sign. A sign is everything which can be taken as

significantly substituting for something else. This something else does not

necessarily have to exist or actually be somewhere at the moment in which a sign

stands in for it (Eco, 1976: 7)

In semiotics, we are talking about the sign bacause to communicate with the

other people, express idea and the message we are also using the sign. The writer

not only discussing about the sign. But also talking about icon, indexes and

symbol. In the next paragraph. The writer will explain specificly about index.

According Peirce theory three cotomy, they are icon, index and symbol:
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(1) Icon the sign that inherently have the same pointed meaning; (2) Index is the

sign that show the causal relation signifier within it; (3) Symbol is the sign that

has a meaning in relation to the arbitrary signified, suitable with the certain social

convention. (Abdul, 2012: 34).

According to Peirce in Nur (2012:37) index is sign that denotes it is object

by virtue of an actual connection involving them. Index a real relation in virtue of

its being irrespective of interpretation. An indexical relation is a resistance or

reaction physically or causally connecting an index to its object, then the index is

a reagent (for instance smoke coming from a building is reagent index of fire).

Such an index is really affected or modified by the object, and it’s the only kind of

index when can be use in order to ascertain facts about its object.

In the novel in the Still of the Night are delivering by Ann Rule’s tells

aboutt suspenful, good chemistry, romance, love, friendship, puzzle and the

history. All of them represent about culture, and social life Lewis County

Washington State.

Ronda Reynolds was thirty three healthy and beautiful whe she died on

December, 16, 1998. She was still would be consider a bridge thouhg on verge of

divorce when har brain was destroyed by single bullet just beside her right tempel.

It was still dark at 6 : 20 pm on that cold morning when Ronda’s husband of less

that a year Ron Reynolds called 911. He told the shriff’s dispatcher that his wife

had committed Suicide. Barbara Thompson, she was Ronda Reynolds’s mother

always to know who has killed her daughter and quest for the chronicled.

Therefore why I choose this novel because in this novel an author tells

some of secrets that must be known by the readers. Therefore, to know about

these points, the researcher interested to research about chronicled of Ronda
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Reynolds’s death by using semiotic theory to reveal the clearly the meaning of

what message the author conveyed in this novel.

B. Problem Statement

Based on the background above, the writer would like to present some

problems which are formulated in the following question:

What are the indexes related to Ronda Reynolds’s death in Rule’s novel in

the Still of the Night?

C. Objective Research

To know indexes related to Ronda Reynolds death in Rule’s novel in the

Still of the Night.

D. Significance of Research

In this research, the researcher used Peirce theory. the researcher

expected to give additional knowledge for the reader who are interested in

learning semiotic in literary works, especially about index. Theoretically, this

research is used to increased the understandings of literary works through “in the

still of the night” novel in Ann Rules. The researcher hopefully, this material

would be served as a scientific reference and useful for the stundents English and

Literature Depertement to do research about semiotic. And especially to knew

about indexes.

E. Scope of the study

In this reserarch, the researcher just analysis about indexes relate in novel in

the Still of the Night by Rule.
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CHAPTER II

REVIEW OF RELATED THEORY

A. Previous findings

Manoy (2009) in his thesis entitled “Semiotic Analysis in the Novel Angel

and Demons”. The aim of this research is to find out the code and kinds of

semiotic code which are dominant in Angel and Demons novel. The researcher

find five code sin the novel; hermeneutics, semis, symbolic, proairetic and gnomic

code. The researcher also concludes that gnomic code is the code with little

appearances in the novel Ann symbolic code is the highest code that always

comes in the novel Angel and Demons.

Ningsih (2013) in her thesis entitled “Analysis Semiotic in the Novel

“Poison” by Sara Poole. The method used in this research is qualitative method.

The object of this research used both formal and material object. Formally, this

research used both semiotic by using Rolland Barthes theory. Materially this

research used the novel poison by Sara Poole. The researcher found that there

were two part of semiotic theory found in the novel “poison” by Sara Poole there

signifier and signified. There are nineteen signifiers and signified. Four in the

novel poison by Sara Poole in the table. Then the researcher found the meaning of

poison in the novel based on the signifiers and signified found is conspiracy.

Imran (2013) in his thesis entitled Analysis of Symbol in Dan Brown’s

Novel the Lost Symbol. The researcher used descriptive qualitative method

approach to found out and analysis the meaning of symbol. The researcher found

some symbols according to Jerry’s theory there are personal symbol, consist of;
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the eight Franklin square, ineloncolia, SSBB, Masonic ring, the apotheosis of

Washington, and the double – headed phoenix: cultural symbol, consist of: statue

of freedom, hand of mysteries’ Masonic pyramid, freemason’s chipper, great seal

of the united stated, crypto’s, federal triangle, number 33 and cross rose cross:

universal symbol, the writer found one symbols: sacred book. All symbol used in

the lost symbol novel by Dan Brown is to show as united state of American is

nation build from freemasons spirit. Masonry is a system of morality, veiled in

allegory and illustrated by symbols. After that freemason spirit we can see from

rebirth ancient building like, capitol building, white house and Washington

monument.

The similarity of this research with the some previous researches above

that they are talking about semiotic approach. Manoy focused on the semiotic

analysis in the novel Angel and Demons. Ningsih focused on analysis semiotic in

the novel Sara Poole. Imran focused on the analysis of symbol Dan Browns in the

novel lost of symbol. Meanwhile the differences of this research the writer just

focus on analysis about indexes Peirce theory in novel in the still of the night by

Rule.

B. Semiotic Theory

1. Definition of Semiotic

Definitions of Semiotic come from Greek “semion” which means “mark

“or sign. It involves the study of any medium or genre as semiotic “sign system”

(Nugiantoro in Imran 1995: 40).
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According to Eco (1976: 15), a sign is something which stands to

somebody for something in some respects or capacity. And then, Semiotic or

semiology is study of sign and signification. Is the study how meaning is created

is not what it is? (Barthes. 1999: 187)

Semiotic is the theory of the production and interpretation by meaning. Its

basic principle is that meaning is made by the development of acts and objects

which function as “sign” in relation to the other signs. Systems of sign are

constituted by the complex meaning-relation that can exist between one sign and

another. Signs are deployed in space and time and produce “text” where meaning

is constructed by the mutually contextualizing (Lamke in Fatmawati, 2012:12)

According Richard in Hendra (2011: 8) note that there is a relationship

between symbol and referent. It is illustrated as follows:

THOUGHT OR REFERENCE

SYMBOL REFERENT

Furthermore Richard emphasize that our experience about anything in the

past is shown by thought or reference. It is about reality. Then, referent is

something that we refer to and stimulate our experience about something in the

past. Thus, symbol is a sign that is used to express object/referent.
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According to Peirce in Pradopo (2011: 120) kinds of sign the relation

between signifier and signified. Namely; icons, index and symbol. Signifier is a

sign the combination of a material signifier (sound or written mark). Signified is

one of the two relate of the sign; the only difference which opposes it to the

signified is that the letter is mediator.

Icons are which show natural connection between signifier and signified

one of the two relate of the sign; the only difference which opposes it to the

signified is that the letter is mediator d. For example, a horse as signifier, signify a

horse signified as the meaning, a tree of picture signify tree.

Indexes a sign which show a casual (cause and effect) between signifier and

signified, for example, smoke signify the fire, the wind signifier compass for the

wind.

Symbol which is a part of sign that show there is no connection between

signifier and signified cause of arbitrary, the sign meaning confirm by the local

people convention. For instance, mother (ibu) conventionally confirm by the

community who use Indonesian language. That means someone gives birth to us,

meanwhile France who called her (la mare), and British called her mother.

According to Saussure, semiotic is also called semiotic study or

semiology, is the study of sign process (semiosis), or signification and

communication, sign and symbol, both individually one grouped into sign system.

It can conclude that the study of how meaning is constructed and understood

(Saussure, 1997: 14).
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2. Part of semiotics

a. Signifier

Signifier is a sign the combination of a material signifier (sound or written

mark). The nature of the signifier suggests roughly the same remarks as that of the

signified: it is purely a relatum, whose definition cannot be separated from that of

the signified. The only difference is that the signifier is a mediator: some matter is

necessary to it. But on the other hand is not sufficient to it on the other. This

materiality of the signifier makes it once more necessary to distinguish clearly

matter from substance: a substance can be immaterial (in the case of the substance

of the content) therefore, all one can say is that the substance of the signifier is

always material (sounds, objects and images) in semiology, where we shall have

to deal with mixed system in which different kinds of matter are involved sound

and image, object and writing etc. for example; sound called tree and image tree

(Barthes in Ningsih, 2013:47).

b. Signified

Signified is one of the two relate of the sign; the only difference which

opposes it to the signified is that the letter is mediator. The situation could not be

essentially different in semiology, where object, images, gesture, etc., inasmuch as

they are significant refer back to something which can be expressed only through

them, except that the semiological signified can be taken up by the linguistic

signs. One can say, for example, that a certain sweater means long autumn walks

in the woods; in this case, the signified is mediated not only its testamentary
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signifier (the sweater), but also by a fragment of speech which greatly helps in

handing it (Barthes in Ningsih, 2013:43).

c. Sign

The sign is arbitrary it has meaning not directly in terms of the world, but

in terms of its place in a language system (la language). But language is merely

one kind of sign system. There is numerous sign system in world, for example,

white that means for holiness and yellow for peace. Everything in society is a sign

in this sense and thus belongs to a system which, can be studied like the system of

language. (Alen in Ningsih 2013:58)

d. Icon

An icon is a sign that interrelates with its semiotic object by virtues of

some resemblance or similarity with it, for example: such as a territory map

Indonesian that pointed islands it maps Indonesia territory. (2001: 31).

e. Indexes

According to Peirce in Paul Cobley (2001:31) an index interrelate with its

semiotic object through some actual physical or causal connection that appears

because of the close the existence though a particular way related to things or

goods possesses it. Example: an index is the sound of cat when a human says;

"Meow" that indicates it is a cat.

Index: a sign that is linked to its object by an actual connection or real

relation (irrespectively of interpretation), for instance, by a reaction, so as to

compel attention, in a definite place and time. A simple example is an "Exit" sign
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which has an arrow pointing towards the exit. Smoke billowing from a house is an

index for a fire inside.

f. Symbol

According to Bachry (1993:95) Symbol or sign is something like: drawing,

speech, flag, ect, which explain or contains a certain sense, for example; red for

brave, white for holiness rice as a symbol of wealth literary symbol are distinguish

from arbitrary  symbol, like letter of alphabet, number and algebraic sign. Beyond

symbol contain expended view therefore; if we are discussing the significance of

the literary, we talk them as symbol.

g. Code

Code is set of convention or sub-codes currently in communicate meaning.

The most common in one’s spoken language, but the term can also be used to

refer to any narrative form: consider the color scheme of an image (e.g. red for

denger) (Manoy, 2009: 7)

A code is a system of signification, insofar as it is couples present entities

with absent units. When on the basis of an underlying rule something actually

presented to the perception of the addressee stand for something else, there is

signification. That code should foresee an established correspondence between

that which ‘stands for’ and it is correlating valid for every possible addressee even

if no addressee exists or ever will exist. As material above the writer conclude that

all everything in the world cannot be separated in our life, like discussion above it

is depend on people who use them.
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3. Definition and kinds of indexes

a. Definition of indexes

Definition of indexes is a sign refers to something or someone in terms of

its existence or location time space relation something or someone else, example:

smoke an index of fire pointing out where fire is. An index sign is thus a sign

which presents its object by virtue of direct reference to the object. Example:

footsteps pointing out to the person who walked by. (Danesi. 1999: 13).

According to Peirce in Paul Cobley (2001: 31) an indexes interrelated with

object through some actual physical or casual connection that appears because the

close existence through particular way related to the things or good posses it.

Example: an index the sound of gun that indicates a man shot something or

someone.

b. kinds of indexes

1) A Rheumatic indexical sin sign is any object of direct experience so far as

it direct attention to an object by which its presence is caused. Example:

the beach is often claimed the lives of people whom were taking bath there

would be installed skull flag. The meaning is dangerous sign.

2) Rheumatic indexical leg sign is which requires each instance of it to be

really affected by its object. Example: pronouns pointer, a man asked,

“where is the book? And he or she answers that.

3) Decent indexical leg sign which requires each instance of it to be really

affected by it is object in such a manner as to furnish definite information

concerning that object. Example: sign of red light swirling above
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ambulances indicates there is sick or the wretched that were rushed to the

hospital. (Peirce in Sobur. 2006: 42- 43). The researcher can conclude that

indexes very closed with all aspect in the universe like things, human

being, animals  etc. but its depends on condition, place, time and events

which have connection with specific things.

c. Synopsis of Novel

More than a decade after a female Washington State Trooper’s mysterious

death, Ann Rule reveals the shattering truth behind a case that the victim’s mother

refused to let turn cold. Now her passionate and inexhaustible quest for justice is

chronicled by “by American’s best true- crime writer” (kirkus review). When

thirty- two-year old Ronda Reynolds was found dead  of a gunshot wound in her

Washington State home, her death was quickly ruled a suicide, despite alarming

lapses by both the county coroner and sheriff’s investigators.

Bob Thompson knew with utter certainty that her daughter had not taken

her own life. Having survived some roughs times including separating from her

second husband, Ron Reynolds Ronda told Barb just hours before her death that

she was eager to make a fresh start after spending Christmas with her close

family. But she never arrived for that holiday visit. Instead, Ron Reynolds called

911 on that tragic December morning, saying that his wife had committed suicide

even though he had not heard the gunshot.

For twelve grueling years, with a team including a dedicated detective, a

ballistic expert, and criminal defense attorney fortifying her crusade without

accepting pay, Barb Thompson fought to have the coroner’s ruling overturned.
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Recently, a civil jury unanimously concurred that Ronda’s violent death could not

have been a suicide.

d. Biography of the Author

Ann Rule was born on October 22, 1935 in Lowell, Michigan to Chester

R. “Stack” Stackhouse and Sophie Hansen. Her mother was a school a teacher,

specializing and developmentally disabled children and her father was a

basketball, football and track coach. Due to her father’s career, they often moved

as she grew up. Ann was surrounded by family following careers in law

enforcement. Hers grandfather and Uncle where Sheriffs in Michigan. She spent

her summer with her grandparents doing volunteer work in the local jail. She

eventually graduated from Coatesville High School then attended the University

of Washington.

She is major in creative writing along with minors in criminology,

penology and psychology. She extended her education for two more years at high

Line Community College by taking criminal courses such as crime scene

investigation, to include photography, police administration and several others.

She continues her adult education in criminal studies to this day and even teaches

courses herself. She presently lives in the Puget Sound area of Washington State

is a mother of five and a grandmother of three. Her daughter, Leslie Rule, is also a

published author. Ann Rule is the author of thirty- one New York Times

Bestseller, all of them still in print.

A former Settle police officer, she knows the crime scene firsthand. She is

a certified instructor for police training seminars and lecturer to law enforcement
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officer, prosecutors, and forensic organizations, including the FBI and American

Academy of Forensic Science. For more than three decades, she has been a

powerful advocate for victims of violent crime. She has testified before U.S.

senate judiciary subcommittees on serial murder and victims’ right, and was a

civilian adviser to VI-CAP (Violent Criminal Apprehension Program). A graduate

of the University of Washington, she holds a PhD in humane letters from

Willamette University.
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CHAPTER III

METHODOLOGI OF RESEARCH

A. Method of Research

The method tha used in this research is descriptive qualitative. This

method is a method in research about the status of a group of human, an object, a

set of condition, a system of thought or a class of accident in the present (Nazir,

1988:63). The writer will search the data by reading the novel and analyze the

indexes.

B. Object of the research

The research object is the same elements with the research objectives that

form the data and the context of the data (Sudaryanto, 1993: 30) materially these

researcher will use the novel in the Still of the Night that consists of (36 chapter,

427 pages, and published in 2010), and formally, this research will use semiotic

theory of Pierce’s.

C. Instrument of the research

In collecting data, the writer used note taking as an instruments of

research. According to Ray, note taking is a method in assembling data required

by using note cards to write down the data easily, on the note cards are also

completed by number and page where the data found (2005:13). Note taking is

used by the researcher to gets the data from the novel, through reading the novel

and other realevance reference, such as articles, books, and internets. Note taking

is used to write everything thet supports this thesis about indexical which related

with “ In the Still of The Night” in Ann Rule’s novel.
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Then the writer will make some notes to classify indexes related in the novel

by using semiotic approach.

D. Procedures of data collection

In collecting data, the writer applied several procedures as follows:

1. The writer reads the novel carefully.

2. The writer identify the statement which contain in the novel about indexes

3. The writer used cards and write down sentence from the novel and also put

number and page on the data.

4. The writer classify data which have relation to this analysis and read some

relevance reference to support writing process.

E. Techniques of data analysis

The writer used Peirce’s theory about three cotomy; they are icon indexes

and symbols. In this research, the writer focuses on analysis indexes related in

novel in the Still of the Night in Rule. According to Peirce indexes is a mode in

which the signifier is not arbitrary, but is directly connected in some way

(physically or causally) to the signified this link can be observed or inferred e.g.

‘natural signs’, smoke is indexes of fire.
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CHAPTER IV

FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION

In this chapter, the researcher would like to present finding and discussion

about the Revelation of Ronda Reynolds death in “In the Still of the Night” novel in

Ann Rule.

A. FINDINGS

Based on the some findings above, can be conclude that there some types of

indexical related “In the Still of the Night” novel in Ann Rules. There are: the

researcher found some indexes and how indexes related in revelation Ronda’s death

such as; Rheumatic indexical sin sign 6 data: such as; anger, heat, threatens and

someone or witness direct attention to the chronicle of Ronda’s death. Rheumatic

indexical legisign13 data: such as asking question or interview by investigators,

interfamily situation, location, condition and time and cause of Ronda’s death and

Decent indexical leg sign 16 data: such as exploration and decision of Ronda’s death

by Lab test, fingerprint, bodily fluids, hairs and fibers. And Gun experts and Jurors

Court decision of the case.

In easy to understanding data the writer presented explenation those are, C is

Chapter, P is Page, D is Data of novel text. Based on the explanation above the

researcher found that:

The indexical related in the novel “In the Still of the Still Night” consist of as

follows:
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1. Rheumatic indexical sin sign is the direct experience of someone it is presence of

cause or at the scene crime place as a witness.

Data 01: Reynolds remembered was that he sensed his was in bed next to him. When

he was awakened by his alarm clock at six, she wasn’t there. He hadn’t heard any

unusual noises during the hour since his dropped off to the sleep.

“I began to look for her, and I found her in the bathroom closet on floor,”
Reynolds said. (C.3/P.48/D.1)

On the context above, the researcher would explained about Reynolds was

remembered that his wife Ronda in the same bedroom with at midnight, but he didn’t

heard any noises when drop off sleep. And began to look for her he found Ronda

body laid blood shed in the bathroom closet on floor in his house at Twin Peaks

Drive.

Data 02: Bing Spencer When Reynolds boys asked everyone to leave the house

around midnight and come back in hour. So, they would have had ample time to

rape and killed Ronda. The private detective had heard from many sources how

much Jonathan hated Ronda. (C.33/P.396/D.2)

On the context above, Jonathan is one of Reynolds boy held the party in house

at Twin Peaks Drive with his friends, her in early 1998, after she had been stepmother

for only a few months Ronda hadn’t been angry when Jonathan snuck into bathroom

and peeked at her when she was naked, taking a shower. Third time it happened, she

had to physically “take him down”. On the contrary it is essential chance for him

revenge to kill Ronda.
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Data 03: Jerry Berry visited Bing Spencer again. His information was becoming

more valuable and at ease with every interview. Bing Spencer said that he had been

sitting in the Reynolds’s kitchen with and Adam at about 8:30 in the evening of

the December 15 when first Ronda and the Reynolds come in. (C.34/P.399/D.3).

On the context above, the researcher can explain that Jerry Berry as homicide

detective visited Bing Spencer to interview because the detective want to knew his

information was becoming valuable. Because he the one of guest in Reynolds at the

time in Twin Peaks Drive.

Data 04: Jack Walters was there too, Bing Spencer said about a month before that,

Jonathan had asked me to kill Ronda and he offered me some idea of how to do it.

Later on this night as we were partying, Adam and Jonathan started talking about

how they could kill Ronda. Later they told us to leave the house for a while.

He had blood on the right side of his face, and his shirt and jeans were
very bloody. He told me, it’s done. (C.34/P.400/D.4).

On the context above Bing Spencer’s was giving statement that Jonathan had asked

me to kill Ronda and he offered me some ideas how to do it later on this night as we

were partying. Because Bing Spencer had gone to the trailer he shares with Adam,

which was not far away. At about 2:30 to 3 a.m., heard a gunshot go off the sound

coming from Ronda’s room. Because he the one of guest in Reynolds at the time in

Twin Peaks Drive.
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Data 05: Bing Spencer continued talk to jerry Berry. He said he had walked to his

travel trailer and retrieved some “dope,” either or meth, and when he returned, there

was no one outside, and no sign of Jonathan and Adam, who had been arguing.

“I believe they were fighting about how to kill Ronda. I walked into the house
and started down the half way just as Micah was coming out of their little
brother’s bedroom at the end of the hall. We look at each other and we hear a
gun shut go off Ronda’s room. “I heard Jonathan say, oh fuck and then
Adam said help me. (C.34/P.402/D.5).

On the context above, Bing Spencer continued talk to Jerry Berry that there

were Jonathan and Adam who had argued and he believe the both of them were

fighting how to kill Ronda and heard  a gun shot goo off Ronda’s Room.

Data 6: Jerry Berry as a homicide detective back to the Lewis County jail with “more

information” most of damming to his former best friend, Adam Skolnik.

“Bing Spencer told me that Adam and he had gone to Denny’s
Restaurant on the morning Ronda died and he was after Adam had held
a gun to Bing Spencer head and threatened to kill him if he ever told
what happened!”
(C.34/P.403/D.6).

2. Rheumatic indexical Leg sign is well known dialog process which requires each

instance of it to be really affected by it is object.

Data 7: Barb and Ronda, mother and daughter had talked for a long time around

eleven on Tuesday night.

Ronda: “I am actually looking forward to getting on with my life, mom,”
Ronda said.  I just need few days with you guys to decide a definite course
of action.”
Barb: “you are sure? Barb asked
“You don’t have to put on a happy face for me. You know what.”
Ronda: I’m sure. I’m fine. I can’t wait to see you all tomorrow.”
(C.2/P.32/D7).
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Data 8: Barb Thompson called the number the coroner’s office. She identified

herself to the female voice that answered.

Coroner’s office: “Are you Ronda’s mother?”
Barb Thompson: “Yes I am.”
Coroner’s office: “I’m sorry to inform that your daughter died this
morning.”
Barb Thompson: How? Barbara didn’t recognize her own voice.
(C.2/P.40/D.8)

Data 9: The Lewis County sheriff’s Communication Dispatcher had received a call

of 911 lines at 6: 20 on the cold morning of December 16, 1998. The man calling

identified himself as Ron Reynolds and asked that an emergency vehicle respond as

possible to his home on Twin Peaks Drive. When asked was the situation was,

Reynolds said that wife had committed suicide with pistol.

Does your wife have a pulse? The Dispatcher asked.

Ron Reynolds: I don’t know I can go check.
The Dispatcher: heard him set the phone down and return a few minutes
later.
Ron Reynolds: “I can’t find any pulse, Reynolds said.
Lewis County Deputy Sheriff Garry Holt was dispatched to the Reynolds
home just a minute after the school administrator called 911.
(C.3/P.41/D.9).

Data 10: Ronda hadn’t been either plane Barb met or someone in the coroner’s over

in Lewis County was telling her that her daughter was dead she was a suicide. Barb

held the phone in her hand, and it was as heavy as stone. When she could speak

again, she asked.

Barb Thompson: “is it being investigated?”
Sheriff Office: “Yes, mama, it is”
Barb Thompson: “by who”? The Lewis County Sheriff’s office”
(C.4/P.59/D.10).
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Data 11: Ronda was never again going to living in the house she shared with

Reynolds, “Dave told Barb Thompson.” She promised to give me a wake- up call on

Wednesday, so I could drive down and take her to the airport.” But there had been no

call from Ronda. He call her on the way down and been surprised when Reynolds

answered.

Dave Bell: told her mother “I asked to speak to Ronda,” “but Reynolds
come on the line.” Dave Bell took a deep breath before he related that
Reynolds had been “almost nonchalant” when he broke the news that
Ronda had committed suicide.
(C.5/P.70/D.11).

Data 12: Reynolds told to Ronda’s mother. When we had discussion about it and I

told her I couldn’t trust her “did she give you any indication before that she was

going to kill herself? Barb asked. “Ronda was going to leave, he replied

Reynolds: we were going to separate a while. I had been at a doctor’s
appointment I Olympia and she called me on my cell phone on my way
home and talked about forty five minutes. Telling she was going to kill
herself!
(C.9/P.118/D.12)

Data 13: Barb Thompson: may I have car? She thought might be able some

evidence something in Ronda’s Suzuki Tracker that could help to explain what

happened.

Reynolds: “no” he said quickly. I need to keep that. My name is on it.”
I flew here, Reynolds” she thought rapidly, trying to find a reason to
convince him.
Barb Thompson: “I don’t have a car; I thought if I borrowed her car, I
could take the dog.”
(C.9/P.124/D.13).
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Data 14: Reynolds repeated what he had told the Detective Glade Austin that Ronda

was a live at 5 A.M. on December 16 that he had talked to her and asked if she was

okay.

“I kept her right beside me all night long, talking to her all the time to
keep her awake until she was so tired she was just falling asleep and not
be able to hurt herself. (C.11/P.136/D.14).

Data 15: When he arrived home, she had seen Dave Bell there, with his truck backed

up in the drive way. The Des Moines police sergeant Ronda were apparently

unloading the Truck and carrying things back into the house.

“I think she was taking stuff back in her room. I didn’t say out there to
watch they were doing,” Reynolds said. I didn’t interfere with that.
(C.20/P.248/D.15).

Data 16: Ron Reynolds was tumbled out hurriedly, each on top of the next. His recall

seemed unable to keep up. He was not sure what time he was discovered Ronda’s

body, but he thought it was a “pretty short time” after his alarm went off third times.

“Right I found her, I called 911 immediately, Reynolds said. She wasn’t
breathing, she wasn’t moving, and just went a called 911.”

(C.20/P.251/D.16).

Data 17: Did you ever take a death investigation class especially that talk a death

homicide, anything like that? Glade Austin asked like that, chafing the subject.

Reynolds: “no” he said flatly.
Glade Austin: “Okay. The officer at the original scene felt that they
didn’t see a lot of emotional response from you that morning. Can you
comment on that in any way?
Reynolds: “I was in shock that morning, he answered. “I a lot of times in
my life when loves one has died, I don’t always break down right away,
but as some point when I’m myself do that.” (C.20/P.253/D.17).
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Data 18: Garry Holt was interviewing Reynolds in the kitchen, and widower was

explaining that he and Ronda had both been in bed at 4:30 A.M. they were awake and

he had been trying to keep her from harming herself. Overwhelmed with exhaustion,

he hadn’t been able to keep his eyes open. When woke at six, she was gone.

Reynolds searched all over the house for Ronda, checking the kitchen
because he thought she might be feeding her dogs. Finally seen located
her body in the “closed closet”.
(C.29/P.339/D.18).

Data 19: Bing Spencer claimed to have had fairly good recall of the night of

December 16. He said that had gone to the Reynolds’s house at about p.m. Reynolds

was there at time, but he had left because he had a meeting or a function that he had

to attend.

Bing Spencer: “I never saw him again that night:
Jerry Berry: “when did you see Ronda?”
Bing Spencer: “around ten p.m. she stepped out of her bedroom and told
us all to quiet down that we were getting too laud.”
Bing Spencer admitted that he was the one who supplied marijuana to
the Reynolds’s bedroom.
(C.33/P.394/D.19)

Data 20: Jerry Berry asked Bing Spencer dropped his head and started to cry. He

titled his head toward a section of cells.

Jerry Berry: “Was it Adam?”
Bing Spencer: Nodded.
Jerry Berry: How do you know?”
Bing Spencer: Adam comes home to change his clothes. He had some
blood on the front his shirt. It was white Oregon tank top. When Adam
take it off, I threw it in with dirty my clothes. It might still have it
somewhere.”
Weeping again Bing Spencer said that this secret had been on his chest
and his head for twelve years. He had dreaded snitching about his best
friend.
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(C.34/P.398.D.20).

3. Decent indexical leg sign which requires each instance of it to be really affected

by it is object in such a manner as to furnish definite information concerning that case

of the object.

Data 21: Katie Huttula and Ron Reynolds began an affair within three or four month

of his marriage. They seemed almost addicted each other. Katie told a number of

people that she wanted to reunite with Ron Reynolds.

“I want Ron Reynolds back,” she said and I would get him. I don’t care
what I to do to make the happen. (C.36/P414/D.21)

On the context above, the researcher would explain Katie Huttula ex wife of

Reynolds has divorced by. Nevertheless, she was having love to the Reynolds. On the

other hand Kattie wanted back to and get him as an early. And don’t care whatever to

do make the happen.

Data 22: It was 1:40 a.m. in Spokane, Washington on Wednesday December 16,

1998. Barb Thompson was jarred from sleep by the Sound of her phone ringing. Barb

grabbed the phone on the third ring, and muttered, “Hallo.”

She heard only the buzz of the dial tone.
She lay awake, wondering if she had been dreaming
But she was sure the phone really had rung.
(C.2/P31/D.22).

Data 23: Jerry Berry asked Dr. Selove to take oral, rectal, and vaginal swabs. He

nodded, and asked his assistant to clip swab revealed a moderate number of active

sperm, with attached tails. Ronda had intercourse or perhaps been raped within

hours before or after her death. (C.10/P.130/D.23).
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Data 24: Glade Austin detected the possible reverberations that might be ensuing if

Katie Huttula had been at house on Twin Peaks Drive during the hours when no one

really knew what happened?

Glade Austin’s decision not to ask more questioned about exactly who
was at Ron Reynolds and Ronda’s house the night of the December 15 –
16 1998 seems, retrospect, to have been unwise.
(C.20/P.257/D.24)

Data 25: Ron Reynolds indicates that wife talked into making love the night of the

15 and did occur and he ejaculates. The autopsy report confirms that sperm were

found in the slides and swabs. (C.22/P271/D.25).

Data 26: There is no physical evidence tying anyone to Ronda Reynolds’s death,

justice stated that. That was essentially true. In interfamily situation, the physical

evidence that detective often depend on fingerprint, bodily fluids, hairs, fibers, etc.

are already there where crime committed. All physical evidence is virtually useless.

Had someone lived outside the Reynolds’s home left that telltale physical evidence, it

would have been important. But not in this cased. Investigator hadn’t found any

unknown prints and hair or fibers. And unfired bullets in the death gun had been

wiped clean, as well as the gun itself. (C.27/P.325/D.26).

Data 27: All detectives know or should know that they must consider that a death is a

homicide. Royce Ferguson listed the death certificate explanation, pointing out that

the first one had been had corrected three times.

1. Undermine
2. Suicide
3. A murdered
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No wonder Jerry Berry come to wonder if the crime scene was a stage suicide.
No way is this a real suicide!” Royce said. “There none of Ronda finger
prints on any of six bullets.” No was there anyone else.

(C.27/P.321/D.27).

Data 28: Ronda had been little concern about Reynolds’s three sons, who lived with

them, describing them as “trouble boys with issues.” But Ronda had helped raised

mark’s three children and their early frostiness toward her melted; she felt she could

do it again with Reynolds’s boys. It hadn’t been as easy.

Barb Thompson testified that she had been worried about her daughter’s
safety after Ronda told her that Jonathan, seventeen, had threaten to kill
her in early 1998, after she had been stepmother for only a few months.
Ronda hadn’t been angry when Jonathan snuck into bathroom and peeked at
her when she was naked, taking a shower. Third time it happened, she had to
physically “take him down”. (C.27/P.327/D.28).

Data 29: According to Jeffry Reynolds, Ronda had to have died much earlier than

Reynolds said she did passing away at 2 or 3 a.m. and not after 6. Neither side was

very forceful when speaking of whether or not there was gunshot residue on Ronda’s

finger or hand. Lab test had not detected antimony which suggested there was no

residue. (C.29/P.359/D.39).

Data 30: The Court Clerk asked if the Jurors had indeed come to a decision on case

number 062010441, and presiding juror around announced that they had. Since this

was a civil procedure, only ten of the jurors needed to agree. There where three

questions that had to be answered satisfactorily:

One: Did Terry Wilson do a good and make an accurate decision on
Ronda Reynolds’s manner of death?
The jury answers “no”
Two: was the suicide determination inaccurate?
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The Jury’s answer was “yes”
Three: was the coroner’s office handling of Ronda Reynolds’s case
“arbitrary”?
The jury’s answer was “yes.”
The jurors then were questioned individually to be sure of their votes.
(C.31/P.370/D.30).

Data 31: Terry Wilson had ten days to appeal the Jury’s verdicts, but no one

expected him to do that.

“Judge Richard Hicks had denied Ferguson’s motion to pool the jurors to
determine if they believed Ronda was a murdered, so although there were
a number of “likely suspect.” More than in most homicide cases, official
and lawmen in Lewis County weren’t rushing out to find out killer or
killers. (C.31/P.372/D.31).

Data 32: Karen Korsgaard said she had left her house very early on December 15 -16

1998 some time between 6 and 6:30 a.m. to get to the main highway; she had to pass

the Reynolds’s house.

“As I passed their house,” she said, “a car peeled out of their highway
followed by another car. Both car were spinning their tires and throwing
gravel up at my car. It pissed me off, frankly.”
(C.33/P.391/D.32).

Data 33: Bing Spencer had recanted the story he hold Jerry Berry. In late April, after

demurring at first, he agreed to take a polygraph examination. He passed it, admitting

he had no knowledge of Ronda’s shooting. He stated that he made it all up so he

could trade favors and get out of jail. Adam Skolnik also took a polygraph and passed

it, denying that he had any involvement in Ronda’s murder. (C.35/P.407/D.33).

Data 34: Jonathan came by his house, saw the situation, and swiftly lit a match,

holding in the fire place.

“Ronda saw his face when that poor bird burned alive,” his friend recalled.
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“It excited him to see that.” Whether there was or wasn’t a drug party going
on at the house on Twin Peaks Drive the night Ronda was shot and accepting
That Ron Reynolds probably was not there. Ronda needed to get some sleep
that night. There may have been raucous voices and laud music. She
some peace and quite, or surcease from and argument: a grab a pillow
and a blanket and find some out of the way spot to sleep.
(C.36/P.418/D.34).

Data 35: Jack Walters is a sexual predator who might have knowledge about how

Ronda died. Even interviewed, he might have shaded the truth to protect himself.

Jack Walters joined the list of possible suspects. Katie Huttula move in
with Reynolds after was murdered. It’s possible they joined force to
protect their sons. Perhaps they joined force to keep an eye on each other,
there also remains a slight a possibility that Ronda died in a home
invasion.
(C.36/P.420/D.35).

Based on the some findings above, can be conclude that there some types of

indexical related “In the Still of the Night” novel in Ann Rules. There are: Rheumatic

indexical sin sign 6 data, Rheumatic indexical leg sign 15 data and Decent indexical

leg sign 13 data.

A. Discussion

After found some indexes above in “In the Still of the Night” novel in Ann

Rule, the researcher would explain about these indexes by used Peirce semiotic

theory.

1. Rheumatic indexical Sin sign.

In data 01: Based on findings above, the researcher would explain that Reynolds

found out his wife or Ronda the terrible injury just bellow her right temple in the
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bathroom closet on floor and called 911 an emergency vehicle as soon as possible to

his home on Twin Peaks Drive.

As shown In data 02 : The researcher can explain a Reynolds boy is Jonathan

delighted in sneaking into master bathroom when Ronda or his step mother was

taking a shower her took action leapt out of the shower stall, pinned the teenager’s

wrist behind his back and took him down, grinding his face in the bathroom floor.

Then Jonathan threatens to kill Ronda a month before. Jonathan asked to everyone to

leave the house around midnight and come back in an hour. So, they would have had

ample time to kill Ronda. There were Bing Spencer, Adam Skolnik and the others at

the time when the party held at the Twin Peaks Drive on December 15 at Reynolds

house.

In data 03: The Researcher is able to explain that Jerry Berry as a Homicide

detective visited Bing Spencer to asked his information about Ronda’s death. Because

he the one of guest knew the case and whoever at the Jonathan party’s at the night on

December 15 at Twin Peaks Drive.

In shown in data 04 to 5: Based on Bing Spencer’s was giving statement that

Jonathan had asked me to kill Ronda and he offered me some ideas how to do it later

on this night as we were partying. Because Bing Spencer had gone to the trailer he

shares with Adam, which was not far away. At about 2:30 to 3 a.m., heard a gunshot

go off the sound coming from Ronda’s room.

In data 06: the researcher can explain that Bing Spencer retell to the Jerry

Berry as a homicide because Adam and he had gone to Denys’s Restaurant on the
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morning Ronda died and this was after Adam had held a gun to Bing Spencer’s head

threatened to kill him if he ever  told what happened.

The contexts above include Rheumatic Indexical Sin sign because the direct

experienced of some witness there were Bing Spencer, Adam Skolnik, Jonathan and

the others at the time when the party held at the Twin Peaks Drive on December 15 at

Reynolds house at the scene place of Ronda’s death.

2. Rheumatic indexical leg sign

In data 08: The researcher can explain that Barb Thompson is a Ronda’s mother had

received called from coroner’s office. Why they called Barb because want to inform

the victims death is Ronda her daughter. Notwithstanding she didn’t believe it.

In data 09 to 10: in this context, the researcher would explain Reynolds called 911

line the Lewis County Sheriff’s communication dispatcher, because he said that his

wife Ronda had committed suicide with pistol. A needed an emergency vehicle

responds as soon possible to his home on Twin Peaks Drive.

As shown in data 12 to 13: in this context, the researcher can explain Barb

Thompson asked her son-in-law Reynolds did she give any indication before Ronda

that she was going to kill herself, because Barb want to know the real information

from him what does it happened and the chronicle of Ronda’s death.

In data 14 and 18: The Researcher can explore that Ron Reynolds as one of witness

had told the detectives Glade Austin that Ronda was live at 5 a.m. on December 16

that he had talked to her and asked if she was okay. But his words tumbled hurriedly

and recall seemed unable to keep up. Because was not sure what time he was
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discovered Ronda’s body, but he thought it was a “pretty short time” after his alarm

went off third times.

In data 17 to 18 Contexts as mentioned above, the researcher would describe Glade

Austin the officers at the original scene felt that because they didn’t see a lot of

emotional response from Reynolds that morning. Can you comment on that in any

way? Reynolds responds I was in shock that morning and I lot of times in my life

when loves one has died.

The researcher can take conclusion that in this part include Rheumatic

Indexical leg sign because there was the dialog process among investigators interview

toward witness and the other involved which asked each instance of it to be really

affected within Ronda’s death case.

3. Decent indexical leg sign

As shown in data 23 and 25: The researcher could be explained Jerry Berry asked

Dr. Selove to take oral, rectal, and vaginal swabs. He nodded, and asked his assistant

to clip swab revealed a moderate number of active sperm, with attached tails. Ronda

had intercourse or perhaps been raped within hours before or after her death. Because

the autopsy report confirms that sperm of were found in the slides and swabs. Ron

Reynolds indicates that wife talked into making love the night of the 15 and did occur

and he ejaculates.

In data 26, 27 the researcher can explain that based on Lab Test, investigating some

experts. Investigator hadn’t found any unknown prints and hair or fibers. Royce

said. “There none of Ronda finger prints on any of six bullets.” No was there
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anyone else. And unfired bullets in the death gun had been wiped clean, as well as the

gun itself. There is no physical evidence tying anyone to Ronda Reynolds’s death,

justice stated that. That was essentially true. In interfamily situation, the physical

evidence that detective often depend on fingerprint, bodily fluids, hairs, fibers, etc.

are already there where crime committed. All physical evidence is virtually useless.

Had someone lived outside the Reynolds’s home left that telltale physical evidence, it

would have been important.

In data 29: the researcher cab explain that According to Jeffry Reynolds as a

Forensic Pathologist told Ronda had to have died much earlier than Reynolds said

passing away at 2 or 3 a.m. and not after 6, although there was not gunshot residue on

Ronda’s finger hand. Because that was essentially true. In interfamily situation, the

physical evidence that detective often depend on fingerprint are already there where

crime committed. All physical evidence is virtually useless.

As shown in data 30. The researcher can explain the Court Clerk asked if had indeed

come to a decision on case number 062010441, and Presiding Juror around

announced that they had. Since this was a civil procedure, only ten of the jurors

needed to agree. There where three questions that had to be answered satisfactorily:

One: Did Terry Wilson do a good and make an accurate decision on Ronda
Reynolds’s manner of death?
The jury answers “no”
Two: was the suicide determination inaccurate?
The Jury’s answer was “yes”
Three: was the coroner’s office handling of Ronda Reynolds’s case
“arbitrary”?
The jury’s answer was “yes.”
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In this category is Decent Indexical leg sign because the Ronda’s mothers

want to know the definite information of the investigators, Lab test, Gun expert and

the Jurors decisions about Ronda’s death. Thus, Based as shown in data, 4, 21, 23, 25,

26, 27, 29 and 30 mentioned above, these data were related some indexical to reveal

Ronda’s death. Those are who involved in this cased that interfamily situation,

witnesses, investigators, Lab test and the Jurors decisions.

Hence the researcher can take conclusion in this story is a conspiracy

murdered. because it is most closed of Ronda’s death case. a Reynolds boy is

Jonathan delighted in sneaking into master bathroom when Ronda or his step mother

was taking a shower her took action leapt out of the shower stall, pinned the

teenager’s wrist behind his back and took him down, grinding his face in the

bathroom floor. Then Jonathan threatens to kill Ronda a month before. Bing

Spencer’s statement that Jonathan had asked me to kill Ronda and he offered me

some ideas how to do it later on this night as we were partying. Jonathan asked to

everyone to leave the house around midnight and come back in an hour. So, they

would have had ample time to kill Ronda. There were Bing Spencer, Adam Skolnik

and the others at the time when the party held at the Twin Peaks Drive on December

15 at Reynolds house. Katie is a Jonathan’s mother told a number of people that she

wanted to reunite with Ron Reynolds.

“I want Ron Reynolds back,” she said and I would get him. I don’t care what I
to do to make the happen.
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Refer to the Lab test Ronda had intercourse or perhaps been raped within hours

before or after her death. Because the autopsy report confirms that sperm were found

in the slides and swabs. Royce said. “There none of Ronda finger prints on any of six

bullets.” According Marty Hayes, a firearms expert testified about the death weapon,

the sound of a gun blast, and pillowcase found over Ronda’s head and he doesn’t

believe Ronda shot herself, besides Royce Ferguson a demonstrated a possible

position if Ronda had shot herself but she right handed and the gun appeared to have

been fired by her left hand and other hand was under her body. It just didn’t fit the

fact.

Moreover, Based Jurors decision that a manners of Ronda’s death inaccurate

suicide the Coroners coroner’s office handling of Ronda Reynolds’s case “arbitrary”?

The jury’s answer was “yes.” Although in Ronda’s case death there was not suspect

or the killer.
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CHAPTER V

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTIONS

This chapter provides conclusion and sugesstion. After finding and

discussion about kinds indexical to revelation of Ronda Reynolds deathin the “in

the Still of The Night” novel. The researcher presents conclusion and suggestion

as follows;

A. Conclusion

Hence the researcher can take conclusion in this story is a conspiracy

murdered because it is most closed of Ronda’s death case.

First: There are: the researcher found some indexes and how indexes related

in revelation Ronda’s death such as; Rhematic indexical sinsign 6 data: such

as; anger, heat, threatens and someone or witness direct attention to the

chronicle of Ronda’s death.

Second: Rhematic indexical legisign13 data: such as asking question or

interview by investigators, interfamily situation, location, condition and time

and cause of Ronda’s death and

Third: Dicent indexical legisign 16 data: such as exploration and decision of

Ronda’s death by Lab test, fingerprint, bodily fluids, hairs and fibers. Gun

experts and Jurors Court decision about the case.
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B. Suggestion

Regarding from the conclusion above, in this stage the researcher makes

some suggestion as follows:

a. In this research, the researcher is expected to giveadditional knowledge forthe

readers who are interested in learning and would like to know about indexical in

literary works.

b. The researcher hopefully, this thesis can become as a scientificreference and

useful for the stundents in English and Literature Depertement who wouldto do

research about index in literary works.
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